
Sphere.it has been contributing to the tech community since 
2016 by organising conferences focused on state-of-the-art 
technology and solutions to day-to-day developers’ problems. More about our roots here

a Partner with 
Sphere.it in 2021

https://sphere.it/sphere-it-this-is-how-we-did-it/


2020

Adapting to the new COVID-19 reality made us 
rethink the concept of sphere.it. In 2020 we 
differed from having our stationary conference 
and moved online with a series of free 
micro.sphere.it sessions. They covered up-to-date 
production system challenges & solutions in 
different tech areas.
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What’s new Since for the time being, onsite events are still out of reach, we’ve decided 
to take Sphere.it to the next level and turn it into a unique space for the 
tech community, one knowledge-base platform that will collect our best IT 
talks, as well as host new ones.

More interactive and engaging 
panel discussions, AMA sessions, 
interviews with experts, round 
tables etc.

with articles covering the latest tech trends 
and news about the Sphere.it’s community.

Frequent 
live online 
events Blog All presentations from previous events catalogued 

by various categories, as well as new, high-quality 
videos with talks prepared by inspiring IT speakers 
in a brief formula 15-30 minutes - lightning talks.

Library of 
tech talks

https://sphere.it/watch/
https://sphere.it/
https://sphere.it/blog/


Supporter 

€1000

Partner

€3000
/year /year

Partnership 

Co-organize an event with Sphere.it on the topic 
related to your company expertise. It can be a 
panel discussion/Q&A session or round table, the 
format is flexible.  

Contact us to discuss the details with Sphere.it 
team. We can adapt the offer to your needs!

Your logo on the sphere.it website under 
Supporters/Partners section

Post about you as our partner on Sphere.it’s Social 
Media channels (Fb, LI, TT)

Your logo or mention in the footer of Sphere.it’s 
monthly newsletter 

Your logo or mention in the footer of emails inviting 
Sphere.it community to the event

Note about your company with CTA in email featuring 
our partners to Sphere.it community

Your logo as Sphere.it partner on the opening slide of 
the new video talks uploaded on Sphere.it platform

Your logo/branded space on the event platform 
(booth or table, depending on the platform we’ll use 
for the particular event)

Contact us sphere.it

https://sphere.it/
mailto:jlasota@virtuslab.com
https://twitter.com/sphere_it_
https://www.facebook.com/sphereitconf
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sphereit/

